VariDesk® Pro Plus™ 36

Our Original, Best-Selling Design

Vari® started as a sit-stand solution to relieve pain and improve productivity.
Today, we’re creating flexible workspaces that elevate people through our full
collection of office furniture and simple buying process.
From furnishing a home office to outfitting an entire company, we’ve created a
better way to buy furniture without sacrificing quality for convenience.
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A Flexible
Solution

Desktop Converters

Workstations

Workspaces

We design and manufacture all of
our furniture and accessories, and
we offer complimentary services
like space planning and installation.*
From concept to completion, you work
directly with us and we can complete
large projects in just 28 days.
Plus, everything is simple to order,
assemble, and reconfigure as your
needs change.
* Free installation on qualifying orders in the contiguous US.
See vari.com/installation for more details.
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Flexible by Design
Whether designing a socially-distant office or creating quiet,
focused workspaces, we’ve developed flexible solutions that
can easily meet your needs now and in the future.
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Create Healthy
Workspaces
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Create a workspace that keeps your
team healthy and productive.

1) Maintain Distance
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Simple benching using side tables and
privacy panels allows for 6ft between
employees plus extra protection.

2) Break Up Open Spaces
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Transparent QuickFlex Walls® add a
layer of separation to shared spaces
while still allowing for an open feel.

3) Create Private Spaces
QuickFlex Walls® can also provide
fully enclosed private offices for
plenty of privacy and protection.
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Vari had all the different types
of furniture that complemented
exactly what we were trying to do in
the environment we wanted to create.
ERIK H.
Founder & CEO of Hawke Media

Beam 36
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Benching
An open-office solution that helps you create safe, socially-distant
spaces that are easy to reconfigure or add to as teams grow.
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1. Monitor Arm + Laptop Stand
2. Electric Standing Desk 48x30
3. Standing Mat 34x20
4. Active Seat
5. Table 60x24
6. Slim File Cabinet
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Black

White

Solutions for Any Space
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Reclaimed Wood

Darkwood

Butcher Block

We’ve made it simple to add furniture and other products with timeless,
durable finishes that match the feel of any office, from classic to contemporary
to rustic. Our core line of products is kept in stock and ships quickly, so we’re
always ready to help you create a space at home or at work.
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1. QuickFlex Walls®
2. Dual-Monitor Arm
3. Electric Standing Desk 60x30
4. Active Seat
5. Slim Storage Seat
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Private Office
Create a personal space for managers and executives with
our easy-to-build and reconfigurable QuickFlex Walls®.
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Home Office
Create a comfortable and productive home
workspace that reflects your personal style.
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Solutions That
Make Change Simple
We know businesses grow and change, and now your workspace
can keep up. Our movable walls, mobile marker boards, privacy
booths, and more make it simple to create the spaces your
company needs. Our wall panels come in clear or frosted writable
glass, or in sound-dampening felt, so you can design spaces for
privacy or collaboration.

Marker Board/Frosted

Frosted/Frosted

Clear/Frosted

Clear/Clear

Felt/Felt

QuickFlex Walls®
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Focus Workstation
A flexible, semi-private space for focused work and productivity
that’s easy to create with movable walls and workstations.
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1. Table 60x30
2. File Cabinet
3. Task Chair
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We’re going to be able to get the best
talent out there because it feels like
the best workspace available.
E VA N G .
Sr. Director of QC & Innovation, Spartan Race
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1. Wood Conference Chair
2. Standing Conference Table
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Conference Room
A dedicated space to meet, share, and present, which can easily
be reconfigured as your team grows or your needs change.
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Meeting Space
A breakout space to gather for informal meetings, check-ins,
and collaboration that’s flexible enough to change in the future.
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1. Wood Conference Chair
2. Standing Meeting Table
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I’m a big believer in the energy that
you feel when everybody can talk
to each other, see each other just
sharing each other’s successes…and
obviously bringing Vari in is just an
extension of that.
M A R K C U BA N
Dallas Mavericks Owner

Soft Seating Solutions
Create comfortable seating for every employee whether they sit, stand, or
wish to do both. Choose from a variety of styles to suit anyone, and create
comfortable workspaces that also support alertness and productivity.
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Library

Educational Spaces
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Classrooms

Gathering Spaces

Administrative Offices

From the classroom to the cafe, Vari helps educational institutions create comfortable
spaces for learning, collaboration, or focused work. Our flexible furniture collection
includes movable walls, seating, and more that makes it easy to adjust your spaces
as often as needed. Plus, our height-adjustable desks help to improve flexibility and
movement, which is shown to lead to more engaged learning.
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Simple by Design
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It’s easy to enhance or change your space with accessories.
Our products assemble easily and most don’t require any
special tools, which means they can be put together by almost
anyone, reconfigure quickly, and work in almost any space.
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1. Dual-Monitor Arm
2. Power Hub
3. Active Seat
4. LED TaskLamp + Wireless Charger

5. Power Strip
6. Storage Seat
7. Standing Mat 36x24
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Millions of
Customers Worldwide
“Basically, this is the greatest workstation ever
designed. There is not a better one on Earth and
I have seen many. Super durable construction
and super easy to put together.”
S H AU N

“The functionality and look really are
on another level.”
BRIAN

“I truly feel this is one of the best purchases
I’ve ever made. I’m extremely pleased with the
beauty and functionality of my VariDesk!”
DAV I S
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It’s Simple to Get Started
with Free Space Planning
It all starts with a plan, and our workspace design services are free.
Our in-house design team can quickly create solutions customized to your
unique needs. Plus, our flexible design philosophy allows us to create
spaces that work for you now while still keeping the future in mind.
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Transparent Pricing
We’ve eliminated dealers and middlemen so we can offer
affordable, straightforward pricing. And, with the flexibility
built into solutions like our QuickFlex Walls®, you can easily
create and reconfigure spaces without added labor or
construction costs.
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Easy to Order
You don’t have to find a dealer or wait around for confusing
quotes. Call and work directly with one of our account managers
or order online—whichever is easiest for you.
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Free Delivery
and Installation
Our fast delivery and installation means you get into your space
and back to work faster. And, since most of our products are
ready to ship and assemble quickly, projects can go from order
to fully installed for free* in as little as 15 days.

*Free delivery in the contiguous US. Free installation on qualifying orders in the contiguous US. See vari.com/installation for more details.
Availability subject to change | Patent and trademark information: vari.com/patents | ©2020 Varidesk, LLC All rights reserved.
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I can deliver a solution to
my client very, very quickly.
W I L L M A RT I N
Facility Executive

Hassle-Free
Returns

We believe you’re going to love our high-quality products,
and we want you to have the chance to try them out in
your space. That’s why we offer a 30-Day Hassle-Free
Returns policy, so you can return your product for any
reason within 30 days of purchase. We’ll even have it
picked up and returned so you don’t have to hassle with
shipping costs*.

*Orders installed by Vari or an authorized third party are subject to a small restocking fee.
See vari.com/returns-policy.html to learn more.

Our Real
Estate Solution

VariSpace® is designed to elevate the way businesses approach the office.
This innovative workspace concept brings first-class amenities and flexible space
solutions together in a multi-tenant campus ideal for enterprise-level tenants.
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Space-as-a-Service

Flexible Lease Terms

Adaptable Workspaces

We offer tenants fully furnished
workspaces from 10,000 square feet and
above that are move-in ready, so they
never have to worry about their furniture.

VariSpace simplifies the “traditional”
office leasing approach by providing
lease terms as short as 3 years, up
to long-term options.

Tenants work with professional space
planners to develop customized floor
plans and evaluate workspace usage
over time to adjust as needs change.
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VariSpace® Las Colinas

Why VariSpace?
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VariSpace® Southlake

At our two Dallas/Fort Worth area VariSpace locations, our
goal is to support your business growth and drive employee
productivity and engagement. With our first-class amenities
and on-site hospitality services, we create a place people
look forward to enjoying every day.

Flexible Leasing

Adaptable Workspaces

First-Class Amenities

An Engaged Community
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Vari makes it simple for you to transform your office quickly
or create an ideal workspace at home. We even include free
space planning, free delivery, and free installation*.

Call (855) 547-2399 or visit
vari.com/spaces to learn more.
*Free delivery in the contiguous US. Free installation on qualifying orders in the
contiguous US. See vari.com/installation for more details. | Availability subject to change
Patent and trademark information: vari.com/patents | ©2020 Varidesk, LLC All rights reserved.

